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Journalists reached 1,069
Google News published    2x
Reddit reach          20 million+
Wikipedia articles 1
Social media reach 4.5 million+
Altmetric score     +42 
Reads of research article         +1,177 %

Science Communication

Summary 



The pace of scientific publishing has 
accelerated more than ever. 

This study has proven global scientific output 
doubles every nine years

And citation metrics such as h-indexes matter. 
Without proper communication, hard-earned 

results could drown in a rising sea of information.

Why communicate research article?

http://blogs.nature.com/news/2014/05/global-scientific-output-doubles-every-nine-years.html


Phase 1: 

Public relations  



We analyzed the research results, found the best formulation 
for the press release, and sent it to carefully selected media 

outlets from all over the world. 

1 | Public relations



We communicated results to 

1,069
selected journalists, senior editors, reporters and 

external contributors interested in psychology 
and social sciences.

 

1 | Public relations

Our database consists of over 10,000 contacts from various scientific fields. We 
always choose the right ones and send our emails one by one with a special 

anti-throttling algorithm that helps us avoid ending up in a spam folder.



Press release was published on global website: PHYS.org. The website is one of 
the most important science portals, which is used by many journalists and other 

science actors. 

1 | Public relations



Press release was published on UK website: ScienceX
Science X is a network of high-quality websites that provides the most complete and comprehensive daily 

coverage of science, technology and medical news.

1 | Public relations



1 | Public relations

Press release was published on two Google News index USA 
websites.



1 | Public relations

And the article based on the press release was also 
published on Yahoo News.

https://news.yahoo.com/psychology-wikipedia-scientists-found-most-085430147.html


Phase 2: 

Wikipedia 



This MIT study has proven that scientific 
articles on Wikipedia eventually receive more 

academic citations. 

Wikipedia attracts 1.5 billion unique visitors per 
month and is also used by students, scientists and 

journalists. If your research is mentioned on 
Wikipedia, it soon becomes common knowledge.

Why Wikipedia?

2 | Wikipedia

https://www.nature.com/news/wikipedia-shapes-language-in-science-papers-1.22656


We inserted key results of the research into English Wikipedia article Citation 

impact with over 220,000 views since 2015.*

                                                                                                   
* We are aware of Wikipedia’s paid editing guidelines.

2 | Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citation_impact
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citation_impact


2 | Wikipedia

Backlink to published article



Phase 3: 

Reddit 



3 | Reddit

During September 2019 alone, the r/science 
community “averaged 5.6 million unique users 

and 29 million page views.” 

Which happens to be a larger circulation than all 
the top ten US newspapers’ weekday circulation 

(including USA Today, The New York Times, and The 
Wall Street Journal).

Why Reddit?

https://massivesci.com/notes/social-media-reddit-science-community-journalism-front-page-science-communication/
https://massivesci.com/notes/social-media-reddit-science-community-journalism-front-page-science-communication/


We shared a direct link to the published paper on the communities of r/science 
r/psychology, r/wikipedia and several others we found appropriate. We understand Reddit's 

guidelines well with over five years of experience, so our posts got published to relevant 
communities. The post received hundreds of upvotes (likes) and placed in the hot posts in 

the r/science, community outreaching over 26 million members. 

3 | Reddit



3 | Reddit

Reddit communities engaged with our posts



Phase 4: 

Facebook 



4 | Facebook

We created a dark post on Facebook and targeted it to 
English-speaking scientists and PhD students in North America 

and Europe who are interested in Wikipedia.

Direct link is leading interested readers over to article website 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/835452799843730


4 | Facebook

We promoted this article to a targeted audience and 
reached a total of

30,907
professionals in the field, and 204 of them accessed 

the article.



4 | Facebook

Facebook fanpage “Everyday Wikipedia” focused on Wikipedia posted about research with 

direct link to research article.

https://www.facebook.com/wikieveryday


Phase 5: 

Twitter 



5 | Twitter

Thanks to our communication activities research results 
were tweeted to an audience of over 

4,400,000
Twitter users 



5 | Twitter

Some of the tweets:



5 | Twitter

Research was tweeted by Science News, a major US Science 

portal with over 4 million followers.



Phase 6

Evaluation



We use Altmetric software to evaluate our 
communication.

Our work directly increased the altmetric score of 
the article. Altmetric score correlated with better 
rankings of universities and increased citations.

Altmetric

https://www.altmetric.com/details/100247406
https://www.altmetric.com/details/100247406
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/01655515211030868?casa_token=sIuEJp5E04oAAAAA%3A9PZmt1y8a-HT6jtDXVBj_RVixkeQ9TI6CHVnnGLmUwizUN-m2wDuRaxZT1cRNJH00zDU_RtRG_70Fg&journalCode=jisb
https://www.jospt.org/doi/abs/10.2519/jospt.2021.10598


Our activities significantly increased the Altmetric score of the 
communicated research (citation social impact metrics)  from 
7 to 49. We succeeded in putting research in the top 5% of all 

research outputs scored by Altmetric.



       Most of the engagement was from US and Europe.



We increased the number of reads of research articles on 
ResearchGate by more than 2,000, i.e., approximately 1,177%



Journalists reached 1,069
Google News published    2x
Reddit reach          20 million+
Wikipedia articles 1
Social media reach 4.5 million+
Altmetric score     +42
Reads of research article         +1,177 %

Science Communication

Summary 



Summary | Testimonial

Prof. Dariusz Jemielniak
Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society at Harvard University

"I was really impressed with Sciencecom Agency 
wide propagation of my research. The media 

coverage was significant, and the fact that they 
are also making an effort to promote research 
ethically and in compliance with media and 
website policies makes a huge difference."

What does our client say?



1. The client sends us a link to the research article or publication.
2. We create a press release and send it to the client for authorization.
3. After authorization, we start communication.
4. After communication, we will send an evaluation to him.

Process of cooperation

Complete delivery of promotion can be 
expected in 28 days after order 

confirmation. 

We accept just high quality research. 
We don’t accept any articles published in 

predatory journals.



Contact us if you are interested in complex communication solutions for your scientific research or institution.

                   EDUARD PETISKA, PHD             PHDR. TOMAS GAVLAS

At Sciencecom Agency we believe that 
properly communicating scientific results 

makes the world a better place

Managing partner                        Managing partner

mailto:eduard@sciencecom-agency.com
mailto:tomas@sciencecom-agency.com
mailto:eduard@sciencecom-agency.com
mailto:tomas@sciencecom-agency.com


Communicate your 
research results globally!

www.promote-research.com
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